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1. Introduction
The electro-hydraulic servo system (EHSS) is
widely used in national defences, industrial equipment, construction machinery, mining machinery, metallurgy machinery, forging machinery, and robot system [1-3]. The
EHSS is affected by friction, dead zone, oil compressibility,
internal leakage and other factors, and has the problems of
uncertain model parameters. In order to maximize the accuracy, response speed and robustness of the electro-hydraulic
system, many nonlinear control methods such as adaptive
control [4], robust control [5], predictive control [6, 7], feedback linearization control [8, 9], sliding mode variable
structure control [10-13], intelligent control [14, 15] are applied to the hydraulic control. Literature [16] pointed out
that the non-linearity of valve controlled cylinder system is
mainly caused by the non-linearity of valve orifice flow,
which is the square root of the pressure difference. The effect of external load force directly affects the pressure difference of the servo valve orifice, thus affecting the output
of flow and the displacement speed response of hydraulic
cylinder.
In order to reduce the complex calculation of the
control strategy and make it used in the industrial field, more
scholars use the differential pressure compensation to suppress the speed fluctuation caused by the load disturbance.
In literature [17, 18], the strategy of differential pressure and
flow compensation was adopted earlier so that the flow of
control system and the speed of motor were not affected by
the load. Yang H.Y. [19] designed flow compensation control of the valve port strategy based on PLC. Quan L., Bai
Y.H. [20, 21] adopted a composite control strategy of speed
feedforward and position feedback to realize the desired
control performance of speed and position under different
loads. In the research the submerged orifice flow equation
is used to describe the flow through the valve orifice under
a certain pressure difference, and the flow coefficient is
taken as a constant. But when the pressure difference or the
opening of the valve orifice is very small, the flow state is
laminar with low Reynolds number and the flow coefficient
is a non-linear variable [22]. So the submerged orifice flow
equation is difficult to describe the flow with low Reynolds
number. The error of the system model leads to the poor
performance of load flow compensation control, especially
when the system is subjected to excessive load relative to

the maximum load of the system or small target displacement. Literature [23] shows that with the increase of external load, the accuracy of the compensator designed by empirical flow equation model decreases. Because the pressure
difference between of the valve port decreases with the external load increases, the flow coefficient changes, and the
accuracy of flow compensation decreases.
Ferreira J. A. [24] divided the valve model into dynamic response area and static response area. The valve orifice in the small opening state has serious nonlinearity,
which is the dynamic response area. This paper analysed the
load flow gain and load pressure gain of the valve controlled
symmetrical cylinder system in the small opening state and
the large opening state, and designed the closed-loop control
for the composite model. Andreas S. [25] pointed out that
the flow coefficient of the valve is related to the manufacturing accuracy of the valve and the wear of the valve. In
this paper, the flow characteristic of the servo valve is tested
by experiment, and the flow coefficient of the valve is estimated to determine the wear and failure of the valve. From
the flow characteristic curve obtained by the experiment, it
can be seen that the flow characteristic of the servo valve in
the small opening state is nonlinear. Borutzky W. [25] analyses the correlation of flow coefficient and Reynolds number of servo valve. When the pressure difference is small,
the flow state of the servo valve port is laminar, and the flow
model is quite different from the turbulent state. Pan X.D.
[26] conducted flow field simulation and experimental analysis on the flow coefficient of rectangular slide valve, obtained the function relationship between flow coefficient
and Reynolds number, and established a more accurate flow
model of small opening state of servo valve.
In order to improve the accuracy of load flow compensation control in the electro-hydraulic servo system, this
paper analyses the laminar flow and turbulent flow state of
the servo valve, and studies the load flow equation in the
laminar flow state with small opening or small pressure difference of the valve orifice. Based on the expected linear
flow equation and the laminar flow equation, a flow compensator is designed to compensate the flow affected by
pressure difference, which makes the flow characteristics
linear. It can be used as an open-loop controller to resist the
nonlinearity of valve and form a composite control strategy
with closed-loop control strategies to improve the accuracy
of the system.
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2. The flow model of the servo valve
The flow state of the servo valve can be regarded
as viscous incompressible flow, and the flow under a certain
pressure difference can be calculated by the submerged flow
calculation formula as follows:

Q  Cd A

2ΔP



,

(1)

where: Q is volume flow through valve orifice, m3/s; Δp is
pressure difference of valve orifice, Pa; ρ is hydraulic oil
density, kg/m3; Cd is flow coefficient; A is flow area of valve
orifice, m2. The ideal rectangular notch throttle orifice area
in spool valve can be calculated as A   xv , where xv is
orifice opening size, m;  is orifice area gradient.
Numerical simulation results demonstrate that the
relationship between flow coefficient Cd and Reynolds
number Re of the servo valve is approximated as Eq. (2),
which was researched by Borutzky, W. and Pan, X. in [26,
27].

Cd  Cdt

Re
,
Re  Rc

(2)

where: Cdt is flow coefficient in turbulent state; Rc is critical
Reynolds number.
The following equation can be derived from Eqs.
(1) and (2).

Q  Cdt

Re
2p
wxv
.
Re  Rc


(3)

The Reynolds number Re is a dimensionless number, and can be defined by H. E. Merritt in [28].

coefficient Cd increases. When the Reynolds number Re is
much larger than the critical Reynolds number Rc, Cdt ≈ Cd.
The flow coefficient keeps nearly stable, and the flow pattern has negligible effect on the flow rate of the valve.
Substituting the Eq. (6) into the Eq. (3) gives a
quadratic equation for the flow.
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Solving this quadratic equation and discarding the
negative root, the orifice discharge Q can be obtained as:
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.

The orifice discharge Q is approximately to

Q  Cdt wxv

2P



when the pressure difference Δp or the

opening of the valve xν is large enough to make the valve
orifice turbulent.
3. The expected flow equation
The nonlinearity of flow increases the difficulty of
the electro-hydraulic system control. If the flow gain of the
servo valve is constant, the complexity of the electro-hydraulic system model and the controller can be greatly reduced under the premise of guaranteeing control performance. For this reason, the desired flow equation of the
servo valve is presented as shown in Eq. (9):

2  PS  PR 
  2 

1/ 2

d
Re  H Q,
A

(4)

where: ν is kinematic viscosity of fluids; dH is hydraulic diameter.
The hydraulic diameter dH of the spool valve orifice can be defined as:

dH 

4A





2A
,
  xv

(5)

where: λ is wetted perimeter of the overflow surface.
The Reynolds number Re can be obtained from
Eqs. (4) and (5).

Re 

2Q
.
   xv 

(6)

When the pressure difference Δp and the opening
of the valve xν is very small, even close to zero, the flow Q
and the Reynolds number Re is too small and the flow state
is laminar. As the pressure difference Δp or the opening of
the valve xν increases, the Reynolds number Re and the flow

Q ' =Cdt 

xV ,

(9)

where: PS is P port pressure of the servo valve; PR is T port
pressure of the servo valve. If the P port pressure and the T

2  PS  PR 
  2 
of the expected flow equation is constant, and the flow rate
is independent of the pressure difference ΔP of the valve
orifice and linear with the valve orifice opening.
1/ 2

port pressure are stable, the flow gain Cdt 

4. The design of a compensation controller
To make the output flow of the servo valve close
to the expected state, a compensation controller is designed
to compensate the non-linear flow caused by laminar state.
The orifice opening of the servo valve after compensation is
set as xv ' , and the function of the orifice opening before and
after compensation is set as following:
xv '  f  xv  .

(10)

To make the actual output flow Q equal to the ex-
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pected discharge Q', the simultaneous (8), (9) and (10) formula. After substituting Eq. (10) into the Eq. (8) and making

 Rc   f  xv    
2

32  Cdt  f  xv   p
2





4
Through simplification and solution，compensation function f(xν) is solved as following:

f  xv  

 
2
 w  xv
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,
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(12)

Percentage of the input signal u' after compensation can be described as:

u' 

xv '
.
xvmax

4

 Cdt 
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Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into the Eq. (12),
percentage of input signal u ' after compensation can be obtained as:

u' =

, 

.

Rc   f  xv  

(11)

PS  PR
and   Rc .

p
Assuming that the current or voltage given to the
servo valve is linearly related to the valve orifice opening,
the percentage of the current (voltage) to the maximum current (voltage) is set as u before compensation, and u' after
compensation. Percentage of input signal before compensation u can be described as:

where:   Cdt w

Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) equal，the following equation can be
obtained:

 
2
 w 1
1  1  32 2  16
 u.

8 
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(14)

The compensating controller is designed according
to Eq. (15) to compensate the non-linear flow affected by
flow pattern, so that the actual flow output of the servo valve
is equal to the expected flow. Namely, the flow output of the
servo valve is linear with the opening of the valve orifice.
5. Load flow model of EHSS
The diagram of EHSS is shown in Fig. 1. The load
flow is the flow into or out of the rodless cavity. Specifically, it is the flow into the rodless cavity when the cylinder
is in forward motion, and the flow out of the rodless cavity
but when the cylinder is in reverse motion.
According to Eq. (7), the equation of the load
flow of the system QL is described:

(13)

Rc   x  2  32Cdtx  p
2

QL 



4

where: p  PS  P1 , when 0  xv  L . While, p  P1  PR ,
when  L  xv  0 . L -the maximum opening of the valve
orifice.
Literature [29] studies that the flow coefficient of
a throttle valve is related to the direction of fluid flow. In
order to reduce the complexity of control, the influence of
flow coefficient of inflow and outflow is neglected. Through
the compensation control of Eq. (14), the load flow can be
theoretically controlled in accordance with the expected
flow equation, that is, the load flow does not change with
the external load and direction of the hydraulic rod.



Rc   x 
.
4

(16)

valve orifice can be controlled. The flow output of the valve
orifice is calculated by detecting the velocity of the hydraulic cylinder.

6. Experiment
6.1. The experimental bench
The experimental bench shown in Fig. 2 is built according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1.
The bench consists of driving circuit of the servo
valve-controlled asymmetric cylinder system and load circuit of the relief valve-controlled asymmetric cylinder. The
external load is simulated by adjusting the overflow pressure of the relief valve, and the pressure difference of the

Fig. 1 The diagram of EHSS: P1 is pressure of the rodless
cavity; P2 is pressure of the rod cavity; QL is the load
flow; y is displacement of the rod; F is external load
The basic system parameters of the bench are
shown in Table 1. According to literature [26], the value Cdt
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is 0.61; according to the literature [31] and test, the value Rc
is 170; the pressure value Ps is approximately equal to the
pump outlet pressure set as 5 MPa. PR is approximately
equal to the tank pressure set as 0 MPa. P1, P2 is detected by
the pressure sensor.

larger pressure difference. As the pressure difference increases, the difference of Cd decreases. In addition, when the
valve opening is small, the Cd value is small. As the valve
opening increases, the Cd value increases, approaching to
constant value in the turbulent state model.
In the experiment of flow characteristics with small
opening, the change of flow coefficient shows that the flow
state of the valve is laminar flow when the opening and the
pressure difference is small, and the flow coefficient Cd is
far less than the constant value of 0.61.

Fig. 2 The experimental bench: 1 is hydraulic pumping
station; 2 is the servo valve; 3 is proportional relief
valve; 4 is load cylinder; 5 is connection between top
cylinder; 6 is position sensor; 7 is driving cylinder
Table 1
The basic system parameters
Parameter, Measurement unit
System pressure, MPa
Pump speed, r/min
Pump displacement, ml/r
ρ, kg/m3
Nominal flow of servo valve under differential
pressure 3MPa, L/min
Frequency of the servo valve, Hz
Radius of Hydraulic cylinder, m
Rod diameter hydraulic cylinder, m
ν, m2/s
L, m
w, m

Fig. 3 The flow characteristic of the valve in laminar state

Value
5
960
16
850
9
100
0.05
0.028
6×10-5
0.5×10-3
9.23×10-3

6.2. Characteristics experiment of the servo valve
6.2.1. The flow characteristics of the servo valve in laminar state
When the pressure difference or the opening of the
servo valve is small, the flow of the valve is laminar and in
the low Reynolds state. So the test area is mainly carried out
in the small opening of servo valve. In the experiment, the
input signal of the valve is – 15% to 15% of the maximum
rated voltage, and the signal interval is 1%. The pressure
difference of the valve orifice is achieved by imposing external load to the driving cylinder. Fig. 3 shows the flow of
the valve under the pressure difference of 0.5 MPa, 1.0 MPa,
1.5 MPa, 2.0 MPa, 2.5 MPa, 3.0 MPa.
The flow coefficient Cd can be obtained by transforming Eq. (1):

Cd 

Q

.
A 2ΔP

(15)

According to Eq. (17) and the flow data in Fig. 3,
the flow coefficient Cd of the valve is calculated as shown
in Fig. 4. When the pressure difference is 0.5 MPa, and
1.0 MPa, the value of the Cd is far less than the value with

Fig. 4 The flow characteristic of the valve in laminar state
6.2.2. The flow characteristics experiment after compensation control
The pressure difference of the valve orifice varies
from 0.5 MPa to 4 MPa, through imposing external load to
the driving cylinder. The control system collects data of the
signal input value, pressure value of two chambers and velocity of hydraulic cylinder before and after compensation
control. Characteristics experiment is to verify that the compensation controller can make the flow characteristics of the
servo valve close to the expected flow characteristics.
Fig. 5 shows the expected load flow curve and the
load flow curve after compensation control. Through comparison, it can be seen that the load flow after compensated
is linear with the valve orifice opening, and basically close
to the expected load flow.
The error diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Because of
the negative overlap of the servo valve at about 2%, the error
is large when the orifice opening is about 1%~3%. With the
increase of the orifice opening, the error decreases rapidly
and is controlled within 20%. Because the flow coefficient
of the valve orifice is related to the direction of the liquid
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flow, the error distribution is asymmetric compared to the
valve orifice opening 2%.

Fig. 6 Percentage error of expected load flow and load flow
after compensation control
Fig. 5 The expected flow and load flow characteristic after
compensation control: dash line represents the
expected flow line through theoretical calculation;
solid line represents the actual flow after
compensated of the test bench
When the input signal is 5%, the load flow before
and after compensation control is compared with the curve
of pressure difference. Fig. 7 shows that the pressure difference of the valve orifice changes from 0.5 MPa to 4 MPa,
and the load flow after compensation almost keeps stable
which is shown in Fig. 9, while the uncompensated load
flow decreases with the decrease of the pressure difference.
When the pressure difference is less than 2 MPa, the load
flow changes obviously with the pressure difference. In order to compensate the flow change caused by load, the compensation signal increases obviously. When the pressure difference is only 0.5 MPa, the signal input value shown in Fig.
8 after compensation control reaches about 10%. When the
pressure difference is greater than 2.5 MPa, the load flow
increases insignificantly, and the signal input after compensation control changes insignificantly, which decreases
slightly relative to the signal of 5%.

The characteristic experiment shows that when the
pressure difference is small, the flow of the servo valve decreases obviously with the decrease of the pressure difference. When the pressure difference is large, the flow of the
valve changes little with the pressure difference. The designed compensation controller can compensate the flow
fluctuation well caused by external load, and make the flow
characteristics of the servo valve approximate to the expected flow equation.
6.3. Position control experiment
6.3.1. Experimental methods and purpose
Given the sinusoidal displacement reference signal, whose amplitude is 5 mm and frequency is 0.5 Hz, the
P closed-loop controller is used to test the displacement response of the EHSS with large external load. By comparing
the response of the system with and without open-loop compensator, the conclusion will verify that the open-loop compensator can improve the accuracy and the anti-load interference ability with the simplest closed loop control.

Fig. 7 The pressure difference of the valve orifice: solid line represents the pressure difference before compensation control;
dash line represents the pressure difference after compensation control

Fig. 8 The signal input to the servo valve: solid line represents the flow before compensation control; dash line represents
the flow after compensation control
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Fig. 9 The load flow through the valve orifice: solid line represents the input signal before compensation control; dash line
represents the input signal after compensation control
6.3.2. Experimental results
Figs. 8-10 shows the response diagram of the system without compensation control. Fig. 8 shows the pressure variation diagram of two chambers in driving cylinder
under excessive external load. The external load causes the
pressure fluctuation of the rodless chamber in the driving
cylinder from 2 MPa to 4.2 MPa, that is, the pressure difference of the valve orifice is 0.8 MPa to 3 MPa. Fig. 9 shows
the response diagram of the cylinder tracking sinusoidal displacement signal.
Fig. 10 shows the displacement error diagram of
the cylinder. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the pressure
change of the two chambers has a great influence on the motion control accuracy. When the pressure fluctuates at
2.5 MPa, that is, the pressure difference of the valve orifice
is about 2.5 MPa, the maximum error is less than 5 mm.
When the pressure reaches 4 MPa, that is, the pressure difference is 1 MPa, the maximum error is 0.8 mm.
Figs. 11-13 shows the system response diagram
with compensator as feed control. Fig. 11 shows that the
pressure of the rodless chamber in the driving cylinder fluctuates between 2 MPa and 4.2 MPa under the influence of
external load, that is, the pressure difference of the valve orifice fluctuates between 0.8 MPa and 3 MPa. Figs.12 and 13
show the response diagram and error of tracking sinusoidal
displacement signal of the system using compensation control. Fig. 13 shows that the displacement error of hydraulic
cylinder is controlled within 0.4 mm when the pressure difference is between 0.8 MPa and 3 MPa. That is to say, compared with non-compensation control, the external load has
little effect on the accuracy of the system with compensation
control.

Fig. 8 The pressure variation diagram without compensation control: solid line represents the pressure in the
rodless cavity; dash line represents the pressure in the
rod cavity

Fig. 9 Displacement response of the dive cylinder without
the compensator: solid line represents the reference
displacement; dash line represents the actual
displacement

Fig. 10 The position error of the dive cylinder without the
compensator

Fig. 11The pressure diagram in experiment with compensator: solid line represents the pressure in the rodless
cavity; dash line represents the pressure in the rod
cavity
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The experiment result shows that the compensator can
greatly improve the position accuracy of the system, which
the maximum error is less than 0.4 mm. While, the maximum error of the system without compensator is 0.8 mm.
By establishing feed forward compensation control
of laminar flow state, the load flow nonlinearity of servo
valve in extreme load state is eliminated, and the stability of
the system for variable load is improved. The feed forward
compensation with the simplest proportional closed-loop
control can achieves a good control effect, which is suitable
for industrial field control.
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Fig. 12 The displacement of the dive cylinder with compensator: solid line represents the reference displacement; dash line represents the actual displacement

Fig. 13 The position error of the dive cylinder with compensator
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L. Zeng, J. Yang, J. Tan
A COMPENSATOR DESIGNED FOR ELECTROHYDRAULIC SERVO SYSTEM IN LAMINAR STATE
Summary
The study researched the orifice flow equation
when the flow state of the orifice is laminar. Based on the
novel flow equation and the expected linear flow equation,
a compensator is designed to compensate the non-linearity
and make the flow characteristics linear. The characteristics
experiment result shows that the flow after compensation
control is close to the expected flow, in which the pressure
difference was increased from 0.5MPa to 4MPa, and the error is less than 20%. When the compensator is used as feed
forward control in the EHSS and compound with proportional (P) control, the sinusoidal response error with frequency of 0.5Hz and amplitude of 5mm is within 0.4mm
under large external load. While the error of the uncompensated system is up to 0.8mm. The compensator can be used
into the electro-hydraulic system with larger load disturbance and improve the control performance compounded
with the simplest proportional (P) controller.
Keywords: laminar state, pressure difference, electro-hydraulic servo system, flow characteristics, feed forward control, compound control.
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